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What is Sahana?

For over a decade, Sahana provides high quality 
information management systems for emergency 
preparedness, response, recovery and 
resilience-building accessible to all.

● Built upon a global community
● Free and open source – no licensing fees or 

restrictions to use
● More than 65 deployments over more than 25 

countries around the world
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The Need for Pictographs
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Research Question

“How do we design symbols, workflows and 
technology to communicate disaster information 
through pictographs such that it can be used by 
linguistically challenged populations?”
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Existing Pictograph Resources

● Usually designed for use on maps and/or 
signage, not for alerting

● Symbols often concentrate on incident and 
omit response actions. Not representing 
complex situations.

● Designed and evaluated with professionals in 
mind

● Not explicitly addressing illiterates / 
linguistically challenged

UN-OCHA Humanitarian Icons

Guemil icon set

FDGC Emergency Symbols
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Findings from Literature and Field Work
● Local Design:

○ Pictographs must be designed locally with target audiences to address cultural differences
● User-centered Symbology

○ Usual recommendations for icon design might not hold for illiterates due to deficiencies in abstraction and 
categorization

● Level of abstraction 
○ Choosing level of abstraction is crucial due to different cultural background and experiences

● Time and Numbers:
○ Abstract concepts like time and numbers must be handled with care – important, but hard to communicate 

clearly
● Response actions

○ Usually not considered, but crucial part of the information
● Limited success

○ Evaluations do not show required comprehension rates, even with professionals

Literature survey available: www.researchgate.net/project/Pictographs-for-Disaster-Communication

http://www.researchgate.net/project/Pictographs-for-Disaster-Communication
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Exercise, CAP Workshop Bangkok, 2016
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Findings from the Experiment

● Details were often omitted, especially numbers. If at 
all, they were indicated through depictions of context 
(e.g., flood height on a house)

● Arrows served for both location markers (“going 
downhill”) as well as to indicate time sequences. Both 
was well understood

● Time was represented by clocks.

“Moderate Flooding”

“Severe Flooding”
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Universal Symbology

“Chemical Spill! “Help, Pirates!”

?
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User Centered Design

Urban Community
Colombo, Sri Lanka

Rural Community
Colombo Region, Sri Lanka

Deaf Community
Cebu City, Philippines

Rural Community
Ratnapura, Sri Lanka
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Participant selected pictographs
Flood (3, 1) Landslide (8, 10) Storm (11, 14)Heavy Rain (17)

Shelter (23) Evacuate (36, 40) Observe (42, 43)

Food (46, 50)

Prepare (51)

Rescue (58, 60) All Clear (63, 62) Injured (68, 70) People (72, 73)

Direction (77, 78)
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Alerting Pictograph Layout

Response 
Action 
(e.g., 

Observe) Response 
Time

(e.g. 24:00 
hrs)

Event (e.g., Rain)

Incident (e.g., Flood)

Severity 
(e.g., 

“Extreme”)

Certainty, 
(e.g., 

“Likely”)

Urgency 
(e.g., 

“Expected”)
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Research Questions for Second Survey

● Do people understand more complex 
pictographs?

● Does context/reference objects have an effect 
on comprehension?

● Do people recognize response actions as 
response actions?

● Do people understand indications of time?
● Does indication of response actions/time have 

negative/positive effects on comprehension?
● Do certain aspects affect impression of severity?

14
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Context

● Adding contextual entities (house and car) adds to 
comprehension. 

● Only 52% understood the meaning without context

67%

53%

70%

Comprehension
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Response Actions

● Additionally depicting a response action “evacuate” 
(right) caused confusion – comprehension rate drops

● However, understanding of what to do (correct 
response action) slightly increased – even if overall 
comprehension was lower
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Severity Understanding
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A                 B                C                 D                 E
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Time Comprehension

● Time representations are generally not 
correctly understood

● Several representations of “for six hours” 
were tested

● >95% understood this is “about time”, but:

● Comprehension rate: 7.5% (for “in/for 6 
hours)
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Conclusions

● Pictograph-based alerting works for the target users – but it needs careful 
design to make them successful

● There won’t be a universal pictograph language – pictographs will need to be 
tailored to the target users in a participatory design effort

● Representation of response actions must be researched further, also 
considering different modalities – e.g., animations
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Further Plans and Upcoming Research

Sahana will continue research in a next project phase:

● In-depth studies on pictograph comprehension with participatory design 
approach

● Adding functional concepts for severity/urgency and time, 

● Prototype development for mobile pictograph-based alerting

● Further research on incident reporting to give the linguistically challenged a 
voice
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Thank you!

More information:

www.sahanafoundation.org/pictographs
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